YOUR GUIDE
FOR

Couples

AUTHENTIC

CREATIVE

PASSIONATE

CREATING emotive VISUAL ART WITH
AUTHENTIC AND PASSIONATE
CLIENTS IN A storytelling STYLE OF
HUMAN connection
AND LOVE

Welcome!
I'm Tammy, the owner of Tammy Tarabola Photography.
I'm a native of the Virginia coast where I grew up near
the beach, always wanting to be outdoors. I am a proud
wife of a law enforcement officer and mother to 3
wonderful children and am so grateful to live this life.
James Diaz Photography

I'm here today, a corporate dropout on a mission to relish what is most important in life,
to create artistic images that move people, and to give my clients the experience of
photography with purpose by visually telling their stories.

NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK
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COUPLE SESSIONS
Interested in learning more about couple sessions? Fantastic! I'm glad
you're here. I absolutely love working with couples. These sessions are
designed to authentically reflect your relationship, recording who you are
as a couple right now in your journey together through life.
I seek authenticity and create images you can feel. For this reason, I act as
an observer, capturing my couples in candid moments. While I do offer
some direction, I avoid formal and stiff posing, and focus instead on what
comes natural to you as a couple.
Your story is worthy of being remembered. I'm here to help you preserve it.
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WHAT TO EXPECT
in addition to having

fun

Your session will begin with a consultation, usually by phone but we can also meet in my home office. We will
exchange thoughts and I will answer all of your questions. Then, we'll book your appointment which will
require a booking fee (also known as deposit).
Leading up to your session, I am available to help you select your wardrobe and will continue to answer any
and all questions you have. I also encourage you to generate some ideas of your own to include in our
creative process.
Sessions take place either in your home or outside using only natural light. When it's time for your session, I
will encourage you to play your favorite music, talk, and to have a glass of wine (or a scotch) if that helps you
relax. Remember, we will work as a creative team and we will have fun.
After your session, I will retouch your images and will apply my signature, creative editing, all done by hand.
During that time, we will schedule your reveal and ordering session which is a time when we get together to
review our beautiful creations. Final images will be ready in approximately 2 -3 weeks after your session.
During your reveal and ordering session, you will select your favorite images or decide to purchase the full
gallery. At this time, you will also have an opportunity to purchase finished products such as an album or
fine art prints and I will care for your purchases from ordering to delivery. Allow up to 6 weeks for your
products to be delivered.
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FAQ
HOW LONG IS THE SESSION?
Your session will be about 1 hour to 1.5 hours.

SHOULD WE BUY NEW CLOTHES?
Definitely not necessary. In fact, many of my clients choose to wear their favorite items to keep it real.
However, if your spending money is burning a hole in your pocket and you're dying to have some new, fun
items to wear, then go for it! We will talk about wardrobe ideas as well items that may make good props for
impact. It's important to wear something that matches your style and personality and that makes you feel
confident.
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FAQ
WHERE DOES THE SESSION TAKE PLACE?
Couple sessions take place either in your home, outside, or other meaningful location (such as your
favorite cafe or a bookstore). Sometimes a combination of locations is required to achieve our goals. We
can also explore the option of reserving an apartment or studio space that is available for rent for indoor
sessions.

WILL I HAVE TO BARE ALL AND GET NAKED?
Absolutely not. I encourage you to show as little or as much as you are comfortable with.

HOW DO YOU EDIT/RETOUCH THE IMAGES?
I use Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop to retouch your images. Examples of portrait retouching include removing
blemishes and bruises, skin smoothing and teeth brightening and sometimes the occasional hair flyaways. I can
also remove small tattoos and scars in most cases. Retouching does not include things like complete body
reshaping, head swapping, or major altering of clothing. However, if more extensive editing is required, I am happy
to accommodate for a small additional fee, depending on the nature.
In terms of creative editing, images are provided in color and/or black and white. Some editing processes include
the use of color grading, artistic blurring, and removal of background objects. I also adjust elements like white
balance, exposure and contrast to achieve my vision.
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PRICING
COUPLE SESSION
$800
($400 booking fee, $400 due at session)
Your session will be about 1 to 1.5 hours and can include multiple locations

INCLUDES
Phone or in-person consultation
Complete portrait retouching and signature creative editing
Personal online gallery for viewing, downloading, and sharing your images
25 high resolution digital files with option to purchase full gallery of 50+ images for additional $400
Complimentary keepsake video in HD
In-person or virtual reveal and ordering session
Album design (if purchased)
Optional a la carte finished products
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FINISHED PRODUCTS
BESPOKE HEIRLOOM ALBUM
Archival fine art rigid pages with velvet matte finish. Archival inks,
lay-flat seamless design. Minimum 10 spreads, beautiful options,
debossing. Additional spreads and upgrades such as water-resistant
coating are available.

starting at $800

FINE ART PRINTS
100% cotton rag, museum-grade, archival inks,
matted and mounted. Beautiful wall art. Larger sizes available.

16 X 20 $400

11 X 14 $325

8 X 10 $250

CUSTOM FRAMING
Genuine natural finish with natural grain. Gallery paper backing.
Ready to hang with hardware installed. Includes print, matted and
mounted, and acrylic protection.

starting at $350

KEEPSAKE PRINTS WITH ENGRAVED BOX
4x6 archival prints with unique linen texture, coated for protection
presented in a handmade keepsake box with engraved lid and display.
White boarder optional.

starting at $350
SALES TAX ADDITIONAL

ALL PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA
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LOVE NOTES
from clients

Tammy was amazing! It was my first photoshoot with my boyfriend and we were nervous going into it but were
instantly met with such a warm, inviting presence- she made the whole process so comforting and easy! The
pictures came out absolutely amazing and I wouldn’t be shocked if we found ourselves booking Tammy for every
photoshoot in the future.

Jesenia

Working with Tammy has been amazing! My fiancé and I can’t wait for another milestone in our life so we can
have Tammy photograph it. She is professional, light hearted and very easy to work with. Our pictures are
beautiful, we can not wait to show them off at our wedding.

Dawn
Tammy is an amazing and creative human! She was so awesome for our session, she cared about us and wanted
to make sure we were comfortable with everything. We worked together very well and we tried out new things.
We for sure recommend Tammy for any of your photography needs!!

Kelsey

Authentic
Creative
Passionate
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READY TO
CREATE WITH ME?
Here's how to book:
Reach out to me.
Contact page on www.tammytarabola.com
Email: tammytarabola@gmail.com
Mobile: 201-983-2456 (call or text)
Instagram: @tammytarabolaphotography
I usually respond right away if I can, but please allow a few
hours for a reply as I may be in session with another client.

INSTA: @TAMMYTARABOLAPHOTOGRAPHY
PINTEREST: TAMMY TARABOLA PHOTOGRAPHY
201-983

WWW.TAMMYTARABOLAPHOTOGRAPHY.COM
P.O. BOX 113
LEONIA, NY 07605
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